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S-Boot Repair cable for Samsung

S-Boot Repair cable for Samsung to repair the boot on Samsung i9500, i9300, i9308, i939d, m440s, i317, T889, E210k,

E210L, E210s, N7100, N7108, N719, N7102 very easily without soldering. No disassembly is required except for a couple of

models whereby you just need to remove the screen before doing the work.

Supported Models:

- i9500 (Samsung Galaxy S4)

- i9300 (Samsung Galaxy S3)

- i9308 (Samsung Galaxy S3)

- i939d (Samsung Galaxy S3)

- m440s (Samsung Galaxy S3)

- i317 (Samsung Galaxy Note II)

- T889 (Samsung Galaxy Note II)

- E210k (Samsung Galaxy S3)

- E210L (Samsung Galaxy S3)

- E210s (Samsung Galaxy S3)

- N7100 (Samsung Galaxy Note II)

- N7108 (Samsung Galaxy Note II)

- N719 (Samsung Galaxy Note 2 CDMA)

- N7102 (Samsung Galaxy Note 2 WCDMA)

Samsung i9300 dead boot repair tutorial with GPG S-Boot Clip:

Power off phone.

Insert SD card connector from S-Boot cable into i9300

Connect power preferrably with regulated power supply or battery power supply, recommend to use of regulated power

supply, because it can observe the change of electric current, when everything is ready.

Insert 19000 download clip.

Now wait, do not cut off power supply in the middle otherwise it may not be repaired at all.

Generally after 2-5minutes, it will enter download mode.

If more than 5 minutes it has not entered download mode, then this usually means phone has flash ic problem or other

hardware problems, please check the other reasons.

In the repair process, power current will jump every few seconds, which is telling you it is writeing data from SD to mobile

phone.

Do not cut off power, otherwise it may never be able to repair again.

Samsung N7100 dead boot repair tutorial with GPG S-Boot Clip:

Remove the screen from the N7100 (if not removed, it will burn after repair)

Connect regulated power supply to N7100 pcb battery terminals

Insert SD card connector from S-Boot cable into N7100

Insert i9000 download clip

Now wait, do not cut off power supply in the middle otherwise it may not be repaired at all.

If the flash is not completely broken, it will be repaired after 5minutes, and will enter download mode.

Plug the i9000 download clip and run flashing platform.
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See if it recognizes the driver and port, if it does, then you can load file and flash, but remember to leave screen off until

phone flashing is completed, or the screen will burn.

Samsung i9500 dead boot repair tutorial with GPG S-Boot Clip:

Remove the screen from the i9500 (if not removed, it will burn after repair)

Connect regulated power supply to i9500 pcb battery terminals

Insert SD card connector from S-Boot cable into i9500

Insert i9000 download clip

Now wait, do not cut off power supply in the middle otherwise it may not be repaired at all.

If the flash is not completely broken, it will be repaired after 5minutes, and will enter download mode.

Plug the i9000 download clip and run flashing platform.

See if it recognizes the driver and port, if it does, then you can load file and flash, but remember to leave screen off until

phone flashing is completed, or the screen will burn.

After flashing phone is in good state, just like you have changed the flash ic

If phone hangs after enter mode however, it means flash ic is totally damaged or other hardware problems and cannot be

fixed.

Package contents:

1 x S-Boot Repair Clip
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